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Abstract

The objective of the Improved Eddy-Current ISI for Steam Generators program is to upgrade and validate eddy-current inspections, including probes, instrumentation, and data processing techniques for inservice inspection of new, used, and repaired steam generator tubes; to improve defect detection, classification and characterization as affected by diameter and thickness variations, denting, probe wobble, tube sheet, tube supports, copper and sludge deposits, even when defect types and other variables occur in combination; to transfer this advanced technology to NRC's mobile NDE laboratory and staff. This report provides a description of the application of advanced eddy-current neural network analysis methods for the detection and evaluation of common steam generator tubing flaws including axial and circumferential outer-diameter stress-corrosion cracking and intergranular attack. The report describes the training of the neural networks on tubing samples with known defects and the subsequent evaluation results for unknown samples. Evaluations were done in the presence of artifacts. Computer programs are given in the appendix.
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Introduction

The major cause of plant downtime in pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) is degradation in the tubing in steam generators. Due to the high inspection speeds, eddy-current testing has been the primary inspection tool for testing of steam generator tubing. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has funded development work since 1977 at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to improve the eddy-current inspection of the tubes in steam generators.

Recent developments have concentrated on the improvement of probes and data analysis methods for eddy-current testing. In order to test and further develop the eddy-current inspection methods developed at ORNL, a set of tubing samples was fabricated from Inconel 600, with a tube outside diameter (OD) of 0.875 in. and a wall thickness of 0.05 in. This set of 24 tubes included 16 tubes with axial OD stress-corrosion cracking (SCC), 5 tubes with circumferential OD SCC, and 3 tubes with intergranular attack (IGA). All of the defects were on the outer surface of the tubing. The majority of the degradation experienced in the field is on the tubing outer surface, and this surface is much more difficult to inspect. (With the proper technique, the inner surface can be inspected with much greater accuracy.) These samples represent a difficult challenge to the eddy-current inspection system.

Traditional efforts to fit eddy-current readings to the properties of the tube used standard statistical least-squares methods. More recently, neural networks have been shown to be much better at fitting the readings to the tube properties. The tube property examined in this study was the defect depth, and neural network inspection methods were successfully used to determine the depth.

All of the 24 sample tubes were tested using the ORNL-developed scanners along with two standard tubes. In a laboratory simulation of the actual steam generator, the samples and tubes were scanned using OD "artifacts" consisting of ferrite to simulate magnetite and steel to simulate the tube supports. After the data were acquired, 23 of the tubes were examined using metallography, and the metallographic results for 15 of the 23 tubes were supplied. These results, along with the readings from the standards, were used to train the neural network to recognize the defects in the tubing. The manner in which the metallographic results were reported allowed as many as 83 points from a single tube to be included in the training set for defect depth for the neural network. The eddy-current readings are capable of producing a profile or contour of the degradation on the tubing. If the metallography is performed in a manner to allow a contour to be obtained, then the data are much more valuable and will allow the fit to be improved considerably.

The neural network correlation had to be applied to the training program on a point-by-point basis, and as the fitting progressed, additional points could be located and included in the fits. In a few instances the metallographic data were furnished in a manner such that only one point per tube could be included for correlation with defect depth. Points in "clean" sections of the tube were also included to train on "good" tubing. This improves the signal-to-noise of the test. After the network was trained on the known samples, a "blind test" was performed on the remaining eight tubes to demonstrate the ability of eddy-currents to measure the defect depth. After these results were reported, the data from the eight additional samples were made available so that further training was possible. Some of these data were included in the network training, and another test was performed on the entire set of 24 samples. These results were then reported.

Plots of the defect depth obtained from the eddy-current readings and from metallography were made for the samples that had adequate metallographic data. The eddy-current coil tends to average over a volume of the tube, and the metallography only measures at discrete points (approximately every 0.1 in.). For "point defects" there will
be no eddy-current response, and the metallographic measurement will produce a result only if a "cut" is made at that point. The effect of this is shown on the graphic plots. There are instances where the metallography and the eddy-current result give contours that match very well, and cases where the contours do not match. The latter case includes defects that are observed on a single cut with the metallography. Along with the computation of the defect depth, training was also performed for computation of the presence of OD artifacts consisting of tube supports and the presence of magnetite. A separate subroutine was written to compute these tube properties, using a different set of weights for each property.

The different computer programs used for training the neural network, for performing the calculations of the tube properties, and for manipulating the data are given in Appendix A.

**Probe Design**

The probe design was derived from both analytical and experimental techniques. The analytical methods used a "point defect" model based on early work by Dodd and Deeds, and on volume integral models developed by Sabbagh and Associates. Both methods gave slightly different results, and both have some limitations. The final design also used experimental verifications. The P90 probe represented the best compromise between coverage of the entire circumference of the tube with 16 coils and resolution of small defects. The design curves for the P90 probe are given in a report by Dodd and Pate, and will not be repeated here. The result of experimental measurements made on electrodisharge machined (EDM) notches (see Figure 1) shows the response of the P90 probe as the notch was moved from the coil center. The coil has over 70% of the response when the notch is at the edge of the coil as it does when the notch is centered in the coil. The edge of the notch is 12° from the coil center, and with an array of coils, the maximum spacing would be 11.25°. This coverage represents the best compromise between 100% coverage for the entire circumference with a 16-coil array and resolution to small defects. Both the spherical- and cylindrical-shaped probes were tested and gave similar responses. The spherical-shaped probe tended to ride the surface better and had less liftoff noise. The cylindrical-shaped probe tended to chatter more as it moved along the surface of the tube. A drawing of the P90 probe is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 1. Scan of a 40% electrodisharge machined notch with the P90 spherical probe.](image)
Recess coil 0.005 in. below surface

Coil id = 0.120 in.
Coil od = 0.240 in.
Coil length = 0.010 in.
Wind with 100 turns of no. 44 wire,
4 turns per layer, 25 layers

Figure 2. P90B Pancake Coil

The coil is mounted on a spherical-shaped shoe, with a diameter slightly under that of the tube inside diameter (0.775 in.). The coil is wound flat and then contoured to the shoe. The coil is coated with a 0.005 in. layer of epoxy as a wear surface. The wear of this type of probe is less than that of the rotating pancake, and the probe velocity is much less.

Eddy-Current Data Acquisition

Data were acquired from EDM notch standards and from the 24 sample tubes furnished by Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL). Two different EDM notch standards were used, one consisting of circumferential notches and the other consisting of axial notches. In both standards, the nominal notch depths were 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100%. The actual values were used for the fitting equations. In Figure 3 we show a drawing of the circumferential notch standard. This standard also incorporated liftoff in the form of an epoxy coating on the inside of the tube. The thicknesses of the steps in this coating were 0.004 and 0.008 in. The inclusion of liftoff is essential to the proper setup of pancake coils, and this should be done for all pancake coil inspections (not just ORNL-developed tests). Scans were made with the ferrite ring (to simulate magnetite) and the tube support ring in different locations on the standard. No readings were made on the copper ring. The initial training was done on this standard; then the standard with the axial defects was used. Several trial scans were made to center the coil on the axial defects, and then scans were made from -12° of the center value to +12°, in 4° increments. After centering, the axial data were also added to the data from the circumferential standard. Next, scans were made on the sample tubes furnished by PNL.
In Figure 4 we show a view of how the samples were scanned. Eighteen of the 24 tubes were scanned with the OD artifacts (the ferrite and the tube support) at different locations with respect to the "defective" regions of the tube. This was not done for various reasons on the remaining six samples. The data were recorded at four frequencies (520, 260, 180, and 60 KHz), every 0.030 in. along the tubing. The readings were repeated every 22.5° around the circumference of the tube to simulate the scan of a 16-coil array probe. The first set of measurements was made with the OD artifacts moved completely away from the defective region. Then, five additional sets of measurements were made as the artifacts were moved through the defect region. The junction of the ferrite and the tube support produces a larger signal than either by itself and is therefore more difficult to compensate for in an actual test. This "junction" frequently occurs in the steam generators, when the magnetite grows next to the tube support, or on top of the tube sheet. The scanner moves the probe toward the open end of the tube, the artifacts are moved toward the closed end of the tube, and the tube is rotated by the scanner. The probe motion is controlled by the x-axis of the scanner, the artifact motion by the y-axis of the scanner, and the sample rotation by the z-axis. The positive, x-axis motion of the scanner (ET Distance) can be related to the distance from the open end of the tube (Met. Distance) by the relationship:

Met. Distance = 9.492 - ET Distance

Figure 3. Circumferential notch standard used for training the neural network.

Figure 4. Scanning of samples.
Metallographic Data Acquisition

The metallographic data are converted to have the same orientation as the eddy-current data. Most of the metallography was done by PNL. The metallography on the axial OD SCC was performed in a manner that gave multiple defect depths at a number of axial and circumferential locations along the tube. Contour plots were made of the metallographic data from these tubes and compared to the eddy-current depth predictions. In addition, the metallography for the circumferential OD SCC was done at different points around the tube circumference. However, there is no information on the axial location of the circumferential defects. The eddy-current readings indicated that there was some axial variation, and pulled tube results have also confirmed this. For future metallographic results, all of the information should be obtained and given. For most of the IGA samples and for one of the axial OD SCC samples, only the maximum measured defect depth was given. This results in only a partial data set that does not allow optimum correlation with the more detailed eddy-current data. An even better data set would result from leak and burst tests on the sample and correlation of these results to the eddy-current readings.

Data Fitting on the Initial Training Set

The readings were fitted to the properties using a back-propagation neural network. A simplified neural network is shown in Figure 5. The input layer consists of the real and imaginary parts of the magnitude and phase for each of the four frequencies. There is also a bias layer that is used, so there are nine inputs. The number of neurons in the feature extraction layer can be varied. The output layer consists of one property that we wish to fit (there can be several, but for simplicity we used only one) and a bias layer. A separate network is used for the other properties that we may want to fit. The fitting program is given the value of the property to be fitted and the value of the readings. It will then determine the weights that will best match the properties to the readings using an iterative process. The program was first run for only the scans of the circumferential standard, shown in Figure 3. Next, the axial standard was added. Most of the training was done using the program bpnd.c for the defect depth, since depth was the major concern. However, the programs bpnt.c and bpnf.c were run to obtain fits of the readings to the presence of tube supports and to the presence of ferrite. Thus, one set of weights will give the defect depth, one set will give the tube supports, and one set will give the presence of ferrite.

![Figure 5. A simplified neural network.](image-url)
After the training on the standards, the properties for the known samples were computed. While the defect depth was supposedly known, the exact location for the reading was not. In the future, better coordination between the metallography and the eddy-current measurements should be attempted. The circumferential defects were added first since they were the easiest to match. However, the metallography did not give any axial information, while the readings show a difference in axial position, along with possible multiple cracks, around the tube circumference. Since only one value was given for the IGA, this value was assigned to the deepest depth. However, for most of the axial defects, the depth was furnished as a function of distance from the tube end and as a function of circumferential position. While this information is much more difficult to obtain, it is much more valuable. For these defects, a metallographic depth contour plot was obtained, and this was compared to the eddy-current depth contour plot.

The rotation and axial distance of the two plots were adjusted to allow the two contour plots to fall on top of each other. When there is a good match between the positions of the eddy-current readings and the metallographic measurements, the rms error in defect depth can be small, but if we try to fit the readings to defects in the wrong place, this error will remain large. However, since we are using the readings from 40,000 locations for this fit, individual mismatches are not as noticeable. The axial OD SCC samples were added one at a time, and the training program run and evaluated for each. The large, single defects were run first. As the fit improved, more details from the eddy-current readings could be matched to the metallographic data, and these were included. This was a very time-consuming process since the code for the depth and location of each of the points had to be written. Along with the defect depths for the regions that were defective, regions that had no eddy-current readings were selected, and these were assigned a zero depth. A significant number of these zero points were chosen, and this had the effect of considerably reducing the noise. Also, small variations in conductivity, permeability, and wall thickness were reduced. After using these methods good results were achieved.

A study was performed on the relationship between the number of nodes in the intermediate layer and the rms error in the fit of the properties to the readings. It is generally believed that too many nodes will reduce the ability of the network to “generalize” and recognize new combinations of properties that it has not previously seen. The response would be more “memorized.” Too few nodes will not allow a good fit of the properties that are present. After running the program with a number of different nodes in the middle layer, it was determined that 17 nodes in the hidden layer gave the smallest least-squares error (about 3% of the wall thickness).

Blind Test Results

After the weights were computed, the data were processed for the eight blind samples. The maximum defect depth for each sample was determined. These data are given in Table 1. Also included in the table are the metallographic results, furnished after the eddy-current results had been submitted. Note that metallography was not performed on sample E-11-06. It was decided to retain this sample for further study and reference purposes. The agreement is good between the two, particularly considering the nature of the defects and the nature of the scanning. If the defect is at the edge of the probe, the reading can be low by 30%. For a “point” defect, the eddy-currents will not even detect this type (nor will it be detrimental to the tube service). As can be seen from the plots that are shown later, many of the axial OD SCC types of defects fell in this category. In addition, since the metallography is only performed every 0.1 inches, for irregular-shaped defects the maximum depth determined from the eddy-current response can be considerably different from the metallographic value. In some instances, clear eddy-current readings were observed where no metallographic depths were given. A correlation between the eddy-current readings and the bottom-line material properties such as burst pressure and leak rate would be more useful. This fit would probably be better since the small “point defects” that have no effect on the eddy-current readings also have no effect on these properties.
Table 1. Eddy-current and metallographic depths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Depth (ET)</th>
<th>Depth (Met.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-11</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-08</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-10-10</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-63-07</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-11-06</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-13-06</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-08</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional Training Results

After the metallographic data were made available for the blind-test samples, some additional training was done. Three of the tubes with metallographic data were added to the training set. This allowed the data fit to be improved enough that a number of additional points from tubes with previous metallographic results could be added to the training set. After these points were added, additional training was done. In Table 2 we show the tube number and the training that has been done. Some of the tubes are used for zero values only, and others are used both for zero and defect values. The axial and circumferential standards contribute 7,525 data points to the data set, and the samples, at the present, contribute 31,765 points, for a total of 39,290 points. If the data are taken with OD artifacts, each location will contribute six points to the data set. If not, each location will only contribute one data point. Some of the tube data were not used because it was thought that the values would bias the results in an undesirable direction. Other tubes were not used because the defect reported by metallography did not give a clean eddy-current signal that could be identified. Tubes that had OD artifacts were added to the set before those that did not because the former furnished more data points to be fitted. Finally, tube E-11-06 has not been analyzed with metallography. Since the last training has been done, several defects have been identified that could now be added to the data set.

When the initial training was performed, a study was run to determine the optimum number of nodes in the hidden layer of the neural network. This study was repeated after the size of the data set was increased. The optimum number of nodes for the least rms error increased from 17 to 23. This was probably due to the increase in the complexity of the data set.

Comparison of Eddy-Current and Metallographic Results

The best way to compare the metallographic and eddy-current results is to use plots of each. This allows the reader to visually match the two methods of experimentally measured defect depth.

Since both methods are experimental, there are errors associated with each. The metallography will be more accurate for determining the defect depth at a given point. However, there is no guarantee that the point at which the depth is measured is the maximum depth. For very irregular defects, such as OD SCC, the chances are that the metallography was not done at the maximum depth. With the eddy-current measurement of depth, the defect influence on the eddy-currents is more of an average of the defect depth. The correlation to depth for irregular defects will probably not be any better than 20%. However, the eddy-current response is a much better predictor of the burst and leak performance of the tube than the maximum depth. Studies performed for the Alternate Plugging
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube number</th>
<th>Defect type</th>
<th>Defect points used</th>
<th>OD(^{a}) art values</th>
<th>Zero values used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-05</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-11</td>
<td>C-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-01</td>
<td>IGA(^{b})</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-08</td>
<td>IGA(^{b})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-14</td>
<td>IGA(^{b})</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-10-02</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-10-10</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-30-02</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-45-06</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-49-05</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-49-09</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-55-08</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-59-10</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-62-09</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-63-07</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-11-06</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-13-06</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-08</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-14-06</td>
<td>L-OD SCC(^{a})</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-23-03</td>
<td>C-OD SCC(^{b})</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-23-09</td>
<td>C-OD SCC(^{b})</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-23-10</td>
<td>C-OD SCC(^{b})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-40-07</td>
<td>C-OD SCC(^{b})</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)OD = Outside diameter.
\(^{b}\)SCC = Stress-corrosion cracking.
\(^{c}\)IGA = Intergranular attack.
Criteria (APC) have shown that OD SCC defects 100% deep can have little effect on the burst pressure and no leakage. Therefore, the eddy-current readings are more useful than the metallography for determining steam generator tube integrity.

In Figure 6 we show a contour plot of the calculated eddy-current depth measurements. The height of the plot represents the defect depth, and the distance along the tube and the circumference around the tube are along the other two axes. In Figure 7 we show a plot of the metallography data. There is very good correspondence between the two plots. There is a roll transition and a tube support ring at the edge of the defect. These artifacts have been well suppressed by the neural network.

There was not enough metallographic data furnished with the IGA samples (usually only the maximum depth) to make a plot of this type of defect. In Figure 8 we show the plot of the eddy-current data for this type of defect. For IGA the conductivity and therefore the eddy-current signal depend on the manner in which the IGA was formed. This can be predicted to some extent by the location of the IGA in the generator. This particular IGA sample seems to have a relatively low conductivity and therefore a high eddy-current signal. The other IGA samples in the study had a higher conductivity and therefore a lower eddy-current signal. The mechanical properties do not seem to depend on the conductivity of the IGA but on the extent of the IGA.

The most interesting tubes are those with axial OD SCC. The metallography on all but one of the tubes was performed in a manner that allowed multiple metallographic data points to be obtained. This allowed a large number of readings to be obtained from each tube, greatly increasing the value of the sample to this study. In Figure 9 we show a tube with axial OD SCC. This tube, B-63-07, has several long, distinct cracks and allowed a fit to be obtained for 83 different positions along the tube. Unfortunately, the OD artifacts were not used on this tube, so only one point was obtained for the data set at each location. When Figure 9 is compared to the plot of the metallographic data, as shown in Figure 10, all of the cracks with any appreciable length can be easily located and identified. Both the size and location of the defects compare very well. This is an example where there is quite good agreement between the eddy-current data and the metallographic data. This good agreement is due to the nature of these particular cracks, which for the most part are large and fairly regular. For the small, pointlike defects, the agreement is not nearly as good. The eddy-current coil response is averaged over the effective coil field, and point defects do not contribute any significant amount to this signal.

In Figure 11 we show the defect depth computed from the eddy-current readings for a tube that has many small, short defects. Note that there is very little response from the eddy-current probe, which is giving readings in the 10% depth range. In Figure 12 we show the plot of the metallographic data for the same tube. This tube demonstrates the two cases where the eddy-current readings give the poorest representation of the metallographic data. The defects in this tube are all under 20%, which is about the threshold of detection for this type of pancake coil. They are also, for the most part, point defects detected only at one axial location and then not detected again. The method of plotting interpolates the defects back to zero over one chart division (about 0.1 in.). However, there are no data to support this conclusion, nor any other about the shape of the defect since the metallographic sections were taken at about 0.1 in. intervals. The redeeming factor is that this defective region has no significant effect on the properties of the tube that are of concern to us, such as burst pressure and leak rate. This sample is the exception rather than the rule, and most samples looked more like the ones in Figures 9 and 10.

As mentioned earlier, the neural network was trained to compute three different tubing properties: the defect depth, the presence of a tube support, and the presence of magnetite. The latter two properties are not considered as important as the defect depth, and less effort went into their training. The main goal was to determine if the artifacts were present or not. The network does such a good job of suppressing these artifacts for the defect depth computation that it is difficult to know the location of the probe in the tubing. The neural network was able to perform these computations using only 15 nodes in the hidden layer. An arbitrary value of ten was assigned if the artifact was present, and zero was assigned if the defect was absent. This allowed the color contour plots on the Hewlett Packard 755 workstation to be superimposed on the defect plots without overshadowing the defect depth plots. In Figure 13 we show the computed magnetite for the tube sample b-10-02. The magnetite extends from 4.0 to about 4.6 and is produced by a ferrite ring around the tube. The axial region 4.6 and greater has no OD artifact. Notice that the defect residual signal does not appear to any significant extent on the bare tube or on the magnetite, although there is a little noise riding on the magnetite.
Figure 6. Defect depth from eddy-current readings for C-outside diameter stress-corrosion cracking defect.

Figure 7. Plot of metallographic data for C-outside diameter stress-corrosion cracking defect.
Figure 8. Plot of eddy-current depth for intergranular attack defect.

Figure 9. Depth from eddy-current readings for axial outside diameter stress-corrosion cracking defect.
Figure 10. Plot of metallographic data for an axial outside diameter stress-corrosion cracking defect.

Figure 11. Calculated defect depth for axial outside diameter stress-corrosion cracking.
Figure 12. Plot of metallographic data for axial outside diameter stress-corrosion cracking.

Figure 13. Property magnetite computed from the eddy-current readings.
The effect of the magnetite on the computation of the defect depth is of more importance since this is a measure of the ability of the neural network to compute the desired property in the presence of combinations of undesired properties. Magnetite was chosen as the example to display since it produces a larger signal on the raw readings than the tube-support ring does. In Figure 14 we show a plot of the defect depth with magnetite present. The raw readings in Figure 13 are the same raw readings that are used in Figure 14. These readings are processed by one set of weights to give Figure 13 and another set to give Figure 14. In Figure 15 we show a plot of the calculated defect depth without the ferrite ring, or with no magnetite. Notice that the presence of magnetite has very little effect on the calculation of the defect depth. This particular sample represents an extreme case. The defect chosen as magnetite is less on larger defects that have more eddy-current signal.

To summarize, Figure 13 is a computation of magnetite, which shows the location of the magnetite ring with very little defect residual present. Figure 14 is a computation of defect depth with very little magnetite residual present, and Figure 15 is a computation of the defect depth without the magnetite present. These figures demonstrate the ability of the neural network when it is trained on the proper samples. These results are much better than those obtained using least-squares techniques to perform the same type of analysis. The nonlinear features of neural networks are better matched to the nonlinear responses of eddy-currents.

After the new samples were added to the computation of the weights and additional points were added from the old samples, another prediction was done to determine the defect depth. The best estimate on all of the tubes using new weights is summarized in Table 3. As noted before, sample E-11-06 has not been sectioned. However, the eddy-current depth prediction is still given. The computer codes used for this prediction are in Appendix A. These results are quite good when the irregular nature of the defects is considered.

Summary and Conclusions

Neural networks were applied to fit data from standards and realistic laboratory samples to readings obtained from an eddy-current probe. This method gives results that are considerably better than those obtained for the least-squares fitting methods. The method of performing the metallography can increase the value of the data for this study considerably. Both the axial and circumferential location of the defects should be recorded along with the defect depth. This increases the usefulness several fold when compared to recording only the maximum depth. If the data were reported in a table similar to the defect tables in Appendix A, that would reduce the amount of work in making the metallographic defect plots considerably.

The maximum defect depth has been considered the property of most importance in the eddy-current test. However, the performance of the tube is influenced by many other properties, such as the defect length and any “bridging” that the defect may have. Also, the connectivity of multiple defects affects the tube burst pressure and the leak rate. These other properties also change the eddy-current readings in a manner that is in the same direction as the burst pressure (larger eddy-current signals and larger reduction in burst pressure). Therefore, the correlations should be done between the eddy-current readings and tube properties such as burst pressure and leak rate. The prediction of defect depth growth rates by corrosion experts has not been good enough to warrant the use of defect depth for this purpose. The only method accepted for the growth rates now is an extrapolation from depth measurements made from one cycle to the next. This same method would work for burst pressure and leak rate.
Figure 14. Calculated defect depth with magnetite present.

Figure 15. Calculated defect depth without magnetite.
Table 3. Eddy-current and metallographic data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube number</th>
<th>Defect type</th>
<th>ET depth</th>
<th>Met. Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-05</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-11</td>
<td>C-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-01</td>
<td>IGA°</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-08</td>
<td>IGA°</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-14</td>
<td>IGA°</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-10-02</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-10-10</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-30-02</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-45-06</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-49-05</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-49-09</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-55-08</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-59-10</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-62-09</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-63-07</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-11-06</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13-06</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-08</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-14-06</td>
<td>L-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-23-03</td>
<td>C-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-23-09</td>
<td>C-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-23-10</td>
<td>C-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-40-07</td>
<td>C-OD* SCC°</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*OD = outside diameter.
*SCC = stress corrosion cracking.
*IGA = intergranular attack.
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Appendix A

Computer Codes Used
Appendix A - Computer Codes Used

The computer codes used for this study are given in this appendix. They consist of neural network codes to fit the eddy-current readings to the desired properties, programs to move and display the data in the desired manners, and codes to perform the plots used in the report. Some programs are written in C and run on the Hewlett Packard (HP) 755 workstation. Others are written to run on a personal computer (PC). The eddy-current readings were acquired using the Hewlett Packard 755 to drive the MIZ-30 eddy-current instrument over a thin local area network (LAN). After the data were processed to determine the weights for the neural network, the network was run on the data files to compute the properties of interest. These property files were either displayed using graphics on the HP or written into files for transport to the PC. The files were transferred from one computer to the other over a thin LAN. The files were then plotted on the PC using the graphics packages in Mathematica. Most of the programs are written in ANSI C. The versions of C used are different on the HP and the PC.

Program bpnd.c

This program is used to compute the weights needed to fit the eddy-current readings to the defect depth. It is a modification of a program written by Dr. John Allen for general eddy-current data analysis. Similar programs are used to compute the weights for the tube supports and the magnetite. The program is started and run on an interactive basis. The user can read weight data from an existing file, or choose to start over. The user must use three layers in the network, and have nine nodes in the input (first) layer (since there are eight readings and one bias node) and two nodes in the output layer (since there is one output value and one bias node). This program will allow the number of nodes in the middle layer to be changed.

The user can then choose a number of options while running the program and can save the best weights as the program is run. These options are typed in after the program has started to run and their actions are summarized in the following Table A-1.

The user must specify the location of the null point (a position where there are no defects or artifacts) on the sample and must tell the program if the data contain readings for OD artifacts or not.

Table A-1. Interactive commands for running the neural network training program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Concise mode of output. This is the default and recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Program will calculate the true rms error for all of the points fitted rather than a random average. If this error is less than previous errors, the weight file will be saved. If e is typed again, the program will switch back to the random rms error. When the program is in the true rms mode, a t will be printed after the calculated error, or ** will be printed if the error is a new minimum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>Jog the weights. The user will be prompted for a value to jog the weights. Start with a small value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>The user will be prompted for a new value for the learning rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>The user will be prompted for a new value for the momentum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>Quit the program. This is the preferred way to stop execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Save the weight values to a file (not stop).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>Undo a bad step.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>Verbose mode. This increases the data printed out as the program is run by a large amount.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
/*
 * bpnd.c
 * Version 18 July 1995
 * Program to do neural network fit for defect depth. Each sample has
 * a function to pick the values to be fitted for that sample.
 */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <curses.h>
#include <math.h>

float set_depth_1010(float *);
float set_depth_4909(float *);
float set_depth_6307(float *);
float set_depth_205(float *);
float set_depth_4905(float *);
float set_depth_3002(float *);
float set_depth_514(float *);
float set_depth_1002(float *);
float set_depth_6209(float *);
float set_depth_5508(float *);
float set_depth_4506(float *);
float set_depth_5910(float *);
float set_depth_1306(float *);
float set_depth_411(float *);
float set_depth_1406(float *);
float set_depth_501(float *);
float set_depth_4007(float *);
float set_depth_2303(float *);
float set_depth_2309(float *);
float set_depth_z1954(float *);
float set_depth_z1956(float *);
int find_null(int, FILE *);

int nfiles = 32;

char file[1][80] = {
    "/hd1/metdat/vbs003d.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm001.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm002.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm003.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm004.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm005.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm006.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm007.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm008.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm009.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm010.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm011.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/vbm012.dat",
    "/hd1/metdat/w-23-09",
    "/hd1/metdat/w-23-03",
    "/hd1/metdat/w-40-07",
    "/hd1/metdat/5-01",
    "/hd1/metdat/14-06",
    "/hd1/metdat/4-11",
};
"/hdl/rnetdat/e-l3-06",
"/hdl/rnetdat/b-59-10",
"/hdl/rnetdat/b45-06",
"/hdl/rnetdat/b-55-08",
"/hdl/rnetdat/b-62-09",
"/hdl/rnetdat/b-10-02",
"/hdl/rnetdat/5-14",
"/hdl/rnetdat/b-30-02",
"/hdl/rnetdat/b-49-05",
"/hdl/rnetdat/2-05",
"/hdl/rnetdat/b-63-07",
"/hd1/metadata/b-49-09",
"/hdl/metadata/b-10-10"
);

int naxes[] = {
  2,1,1,1,1,
  1,1,1,1,1,
  1,1,1,3,3,
  3,3,3,2,3,
  3,3,3,3,3,
  3,3,3,2,2,
  3,3};

int standard[] = {
  11954,11956,11956,11956,11956,
  11956,11956,11956,11956,11956,
  11956,11956,11956,2309,2303,
  4007,501,1406,411,1306,
  5910,4506,5508,6209,1002,
  514,3002,4905,205,6307,
  4909,1010};

float nullpos[][3] = {
  {5.25,0.,0.},
  {3.88,0.,0.},
  {3.88,0.,0.},
  {4.63,0.,0.},
  {4.63,0.,0.},
  {5.38,0.,0.},
  {5.38,0.,0.},
  {3.88,0.,0.},
  {3.88,0.,0.},
  {4.63,0.,0.},
  {4.63,0.,0.},
  {5.38,0.,0.},
  {5.38,0.,0.},
  {3.88,0.,0.},
  {3.88,0.,0.},
  {4.63,0.,0.},
  {4.63,0.,0.},
  {5.38,0.,0.},
  {5.38,0.,0.},
  {3.88,0.,0.},
  {3.93,0.,0.},
  {3.33,0.,0.},
  {5.37,0.,0.},
  {2.76,0.,0.},
  {6.40,0.,0.},
  {6.43,0.,0.},
  {4.48,0.,0.},
  {3.33,0.,0.},
  {4.23,0.,0.},
}
float nullval[4][2];
float depth;
int usepoint;
int plotpoint;

void main(void)
{
    FILE *strdat, *strwt, *strout,*strtol;
    char wtsin[80], wtsout[80];
    int found_null;
    int eoftst;
    float x[3];
    int is_null_pos;
    int npt = 0;
    int i, j, k, l;
    int nlayers;
    int ninput, nhidden, noutput;
    int restore_from_file;
    int pattern;
    int ch;
    int tmpdatr,tmpdati;
    int data[4][2];
    int print_period = 1;
    int calculate_error = 0;
    int undo_bad_step = 0;
    long nn = 0;
    double w0[20][33], w1[2][20];
    double d0[20][33], d1[2][20];
    double last_w0[20][33], last_w1[2][20];
    double prev_epoch_w0[20][33], prev_epoch_w1[2][20];
    double prev_epoch_d0[20][33], prev_epoch_d1[2][20];
    float input[100000][33];
    float pos;
    float *p0_input, *p1_input;
    double hidden[20], output[2];
    float actual_depth[100000];
    double sserr, sum, rmserr;
    double prev_epoch_err = 1000.;
    double lowest_error = 15.;
    int lowest;
    double hidden_error[20], output_error[2];
    float desired_value[100000][2];
    double alpha, eta0;
    float caldep;
    float jog_amt;
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float datr, dati;
float rdatr, rdati;
float datm, datp;
int use;

/* Pancake coil */


/* TEMPORARY */

normfac[0] *= 1.;
normfac[1] *= 1.;
normfac[2] *= 1.;
normfac[3] *= 1.;

initscr();
scrollok(stdscr, TRUE);
move(0, 0);
clrbt();
erase();
refresh();

for(i=0; i<4; i++) {
   phase[i] *= 3.1415927/180.;
}

printw("Enter 1 to restore from file, 0 otherwise ");
refresh();
scanf(\"%d\", &restore_from_file);

if(restore_from_file) {
   printw("Enter filename ");
   refresh();
   scanf(\"%s\", &wtsin[0]);
   if((strwt = fopen(&wtsin[0], "r")) == NULL) {
      printw("Error: failure to open input data file.\n");
      refresh();
      exit(1);
   }
   fscanf(strwt, \"%ld\", &nn);
   fscanf(strwt, \"%d\", &nlayers);
   if(nlayers != 3) {
      printw("Error: Number of layers in file not equal to 3.\n");
      refresh();
      exit(1);
   }
   fscanf(strwt, \"%d %d %d\", &ninput, &nhidden, &noutput);
   fscanf(strwt, \"%lf %lf\", &alpha, &eta0);

   for(i=0; i<ninput; i++) {
      for(j=0; j<nhidden; j++) {
         fscanf(strwt, \"%lf\", &w0[j][i]);
         last_w0[j][i] = w0[j][i];
         d0[j][i] = 0.;
      }
   }
for(i=0; i<nhidden; i++) {
    for(j=1; j<noutput; j++) {
        fscanf(strwt, "%lf", &wl[j][i]);
        last_wl[j][i] = wl[j][i];
        d1[j][i] = 0.0;
    }
}
fclose(strwt);
}

else {
    printf("Enter number of elements in input layer ");
    refresh();
    scanf("%d", &ninput);
    printf("Enter number of elements in hidden layer ");
    refresh();
    scanf("%d", &nhidden);
    printf("Enter number of elements in output layer ");
    refresh();
    scanf("%d", &noutput);

    printf("Enter momentum ");
    refresh();
    scanf("%lf", &alpha);
    printf("Enter learning rate ");
    refresh();
    scanf("%lf", &eta0);
    printf("alpha = %f, eta0 = %fn", alpha, eta0);

    for(i=0; i<500; i++) {
        j = rand0;
    }

    for(i=0; i<ninput; i++) {
        for(j=1; j<nhidden; j++) {
            w0[i][j] = 0.1 * (1.0/32767.) * rand0 - 0.5;
            last_w0[i][j] = w0[i][j];
            d0[i][j] = 0.0;
        }
    }

    for(i=0; i<nhidden; i++) {
        for(j=1; j<noutput; j++) {
            w1[i][j] = (1.0/32767.) * rand0 - 0.5;
            last_w1[i][j] = w1[i][j];
            d1[i][j] = 0.0;
        }
    }

    nodelay(stdscr, TRUE);

    strout = fopen("raw.dat", "w");
    if(strout == NULL) {
        printf("Unable to open output data file.
");
        exit(-1);
    }
    strout = fopen("act.dat", "w");
if(strout == NULL) {
    printf("Unable to open output data file.\n");
    exit(-1);
}

i = 0;
for(k=0;k<files;k++) {
    /* printf("Reading file \%d,\%s\n",k,file[k]); */
    refresh();
    if((strdat = fopen(file[k], "r")) == NULL) {
        printf("Error: failure to open input data file \%s\n",file[k]);
        refresh();
        exit(1);
    }
}

/* Read null values */

found_null = find_null(k,strdat);

if(!found_null) {
    printf("Null position not found in file \%s\n",file[k]);
    printf("Null position = (%f, %f, %f)\n",nullptr[0],
nullpos[1],nullptr[2]);
    refresh();
    exit(-1);
} else {
    /* printf("Found null in file \%d\n",k); */
    refresh();
}

rewind(strdat);

eoftst = fscanf(strdat,"\%d \%d",&data[0][0],&data[0][1]);

while(eoftst != EOF) {
    for(j=0;j<3;j++) {
        fscanf(strdat,"\%d \%d",&data[j+1][0],&data[j+1][1]);
    }
    for(j=0;j<naxes[k];j++) {
        fscanf(strdat,"\%f",&x[j]);
    }

    /* Set the defect depth using the set_depth functions */
    i++;
    input[i][0] = 1.0;
    for(j=0;j<4;j++) {
        rdatr = ((data[i][0] - nullptr[0]) * cos(phase[i])
            - (data[i][1] - nullptr[1]) * sin(phase[i]))
            /normfac[i];
        rdati = ((data[i][1] - nullptr[1]) * cos(phase[i])
            + (data[i][0] - nullptr[0]) * sin(phase[i]))
            /normfac[i];

        input[i][2*j+1] = rdatr;
        input[i][2*j+2] = rdati;
    }
    depth = 0.0;
    usepoint = 0;
plotpoint = 0:

if(standard[k] == 11955) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_11956(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 11954) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_11954(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 1010) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_1010(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 4909) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_4909(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 6307) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_6307(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 2309) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_2309(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 2303) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_2303(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 4007) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_4007(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 501) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_501(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 1406) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_1406(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 411) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_411(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 1306) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_1306(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 5910) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_5910(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 4506) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_4506(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 5508) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_5508(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 6209) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_6209(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 1002) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_1002(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 514) {
    actual_depth[i] = set_depth_514(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 3002) {

actual_depth[] = set_depth_3002(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 4905) {
    actual_depth[] = set_depth_4905(x);
}
else if(standard[k] == 205) {
    actual_depth[] = set_depth_205(x);
}
else {
    printf("unknown standard.\n");
    exit(-1);
}

desired_value[0] = 0.;
desired_value[4] = 0.001 * actual_depth[i] + 0.2;
if(plotpoint){
    fprintf(strout,"%6.3f",x[0]);
    fprintf(strout,"%6.1f\n",10.*input[4][4]);
    fprintf(strout,"%6.3f",x[0]);
    fprintf(strout,"%6.1f",actual_depth[i]);
}
if(!usepoint){
    i--;
}
}
eoftst = fscanf(strdat,"%d %d",&data[0][0],&data[0][1]);
fclose(strdat);

fclose(strout);
fclose(strt1);

npt = i;
printf("npt = %d\n",npt);
refresh();

lbl1:
sserr = 0.;
hidden[0] = 1.0;

for(i=0; i<1000000; i++) {
    pattern = (int)(npt/32767. * rand());
    if(pattern >= npt) {
        pattern = npt - 1;
    }
    p0_input = &input[pattern][0];
}

for(j=1; j<nhidden; j++) {
    p1_input = p0_input;
    sum = 0.;
    for(k=0; k<ninput; k++) {
        sum += *(p1_input) * w0[j][k];
        p1_input++;
    }
    hidden[j] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
}

for(i=1; i<noutput; i++) {
sum = 0.;
for(j=0; j<nhidden; j++) {
    sum += hidden[j] * w1[j][j];
}
output[j] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
output_error[j] = output[j] * (1.0 - output[j])
    * (desired_value[pattern][j] - output[j]);
}

for(i=0; i<noutput; i++) {
    hidden_error[i] = 0.;
    for(j=1; j<noutput; j++) {
        hidden_error[i] += output_error[j] * w1[j][i];
    }
    hidden_error[i] *= hidden[i] * (1.0 - hidden[i]);
}

for(i=1; i<nhidden; i++) {
    p1_input = p0_input;
    for(k=0; k<ninput; k++) {
        w0[i][k] += *(p1_input) * eta0 * hidden_error[i]
            + alpha * d0[i][k];
        d0[i][k] = w0[i][k] - last_w0[i][k];
        last_w0[i][k] = w0[i][k];
        p1_input++;
    }
}

for(i=1; i<noutput; i++) {
    for(j=0; j<nhidden; j++) {
        w1[i][j] += hidden[j] * eta0 * output_error[i]
            + alpha * d1[i][j];
        d1[i][j] = w1[i][j] - last_w1[i][j];
        last_w1[i][j] = w1[i][j];
    }
}

caldep = (output[1] - 0.2)/0.001;
sserr += (caldep - actual_depth[pattern])
    * (caldep - actual_depth[pattern]);
}
rmserr = sqrt(sserr/1000000.);
nn += 1;
if((nn % print_period) == 0) {
    if(! calculate_error){
    printf("%ld %8.5f\n", nn, rmserr);
    refresh();
}

if(calculate_error) {
    rmserr = 0.;
    for(pattern = 0; pattern<npt; pattern++) {
        for(i=1; i<nhidden; i++) {
            sum = 0.;
            for(k=0; k<ninput; k++) {
                sum += input[pattern][k] * w0[i][k];
            }
            
        }
    }
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hidden[j] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
}
for(i=1; i<noutput; i++) {
    sum = 0.;
    for(j=0; j<nhidden; j++) {
        sum += hidden[j] * w1[i][j];
    }
    output[i] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
}

rmserr += (desired_value[pattern][1] - output[1])
    * (desired_value[pattern][1] - output[1]);
}

rmserr = sqrt(rmse<npt>/0.001;
if(rmserr < lowest_error) {
    lowest_error = rmserr;
    lowest = 1;
    printf("%ld %8.5f **\n", nn, rmserr);
}
else {
    lowest = 0;
    printf("%ld %8.5f \n", nn, rmserr);
}
if(undo_bad_step) {
if(rmserr < prev_epoch_err) {
    prev_epoch_err = rmserr;
    for(i=1; i<noutput; i++) {
        for(j=0; j<nhidden; j++) {
            prev_epoch_w1[i][j] = w1[i][j];
            prev_epoch_d1[i][j] = d1[i][j];
        }
    }
    for(j=1; j<nhidden; j++) {
        for(k=0; k<ninput; k++) {
            prev_epoch_w0[i][k] = w0[i][k];
            prev_epoch_d0[i][k] = d0[i][k];
        }
    }
} else {
    printf("last epoch changes reversed.\n");
    for(i=1; i<noutput; i++) {
        for(j=0; j<nhidden; j++) {
            w1[i][j] = prev_epoch_w1[i][j];
            last_w1[i][j] = w1[i][j];
            d1[i][j] = prev_epoch_d1[i][j];
        }
    }
    for(j=1; j<nhidden; j++) {
        for(k=0; k<ninput; k++) {
            w0[i][k] = prev_epoch_w0[i][k];
            last_w0[i][k] = w0[i][k];
            d0[i][k] = prev_epoch_d0[i][k];
        /*printf("j k w0 %d %d %f", j, k, w0[i][k]);*/
        }
    }
I
ch = getcho;
if((ch == 's') || (lowest)) {
    if(ch == 's') {
        nodelay(stdscr, FALSE);
       printw("Enter filename ");
       refresh();
       scanw("%s", &wkout[0]);
    }
    else {
        strcpy(&wtsout[0], "best.wts");
    }
    if((strout = fopen(&wtsout[0], "w")) == NULL) {
        printf("error: failure to open output data file.
        refresh();
        exit(1);
    }
    fprintf(strout, "%ld
"
    fprintf(strout, "%d %d %dh", ninput, nhidden, noutput);
    fprintf(strout, "%f %f
", alpha, eta0);
    for(i=0; i<ninput; i++) {
        for(j=1; j<nhidden; j++) {
            fprintf(strout, "%f " wOji[]]);
        }
        fprintf(strout, "n"
    }
    for(i=0; i<nhidden; i++) {
        for(j=1; j<noutput; j++) {
            fprintf(strout, "%f " w[0][j]);
        }
        fprintf(strout, "n"
    }
    fclose(strout);
    nodelay(stdscr, TRUE);
    goto Ibl1;
}
else if(ch == 'j') {
    nodelay(stdscr, FALSE);
   printw("Enter amount to jog weights ");
   refresh();
    scanw("%f", &jog_amt);
    for(i=1; i<noutput; i++) {
        for(j=0; j<nhidden; j++) {
            w[i][j] += (jog_amt * (rand() - 16384))/16384.;
            d1[i][j] = 0.;
            last_w[i][j] = w[i][j];
        }
    }
    for(j=1; j<nhidden; j++) {
        for(k=0; k<ninput; k++) {
            if((ch == 's') || (lowest)) {
                if(ch == 's') {
                    nodelay(stdscr, FALSE);
                   printw("Enter filename ");
                   refresh();
                    scanw("%s", &wkout[0]);
                }
                else {
                    strcpy(&wtsout[0], "best.wts");
                }
                if((strout = fopen(&wtsout[0], "w")) == NULL) {
                    printf("error: failure to open output data file.
                    refresh();
                    exit(1);
                }
                fprintf(strout, "%ld
"
                fprintf(strout, "%d %d %dh", ninput, nhidden, noutput);
                fprintf(strout, "%f %f
", alpha, eta0);
                for(i=0; i<ninput; i++) {
                    for(j=1; j<nhidden; j++) {
                        fprintf(strout, "%f " wOji[]]);
                    }
                    fprintf(strout, "n"
                }
                for(i=0; i<nhidden; i++) {
                    for(j=1; j<noutput; j++) {
                        fprintf(strout, "%f " w[0][j]);
                    }
                    fprintf(strout, "n"
                }
                fclose(strout);
                nodelay(stdscr, TRUE);
                goto Ibl1;
            }
}
wO[j][k] += (jog_amt * (rand() - 16384))/16384.;
dO[j][k] = 0.;
last_wO[j][k] = wO[j][k];
}

nodelay(stdscr, TRUE);
goto lbl1;
}
else if(ch == 'q') {
goto lbl2;
}
else if(ch == 'l') {
    nodelay(stdscr, FALSE);
    printf("current learning rate = %fn", eta0);
    printf("enter learning rate ");
    refresh();
    scanf("%lf", &eta0);
    for(i=1; i<noutput; i++) {
        for(j=0; j<nhidden; j++) {
            d1[i][j] = 0.;
        }
    }
    for(j=1; j<nhidden; j++) {
        for(k=0; k<ninput; k++) {
            d0[j][k] = 0.;
        }
    }
    nodelay(stdscr, TRUE);
goto lbl1;
}
else if(ch == 'm') {
    nodelay(stdscr, FALSE);
    printf("current momentum = %fn", alpha);
    printf("enter momentum ");
    refresh();
    scanf("%lf", &alpha);
    nodelay(stdscr, TRUE);
goto lbl1;
}
else if(ch == 'c') {
    printf("concise mode\n");
    refresh();
    print_period = 5;
goto lbl1;
}
else if(ch == 'v') {
    printf("verbose mode\n");
    refresh();
    print_period = 1;
goto lbl1;
}
else if(ch == 'e') {
    calculate_error = calculate_error ^ 1;
float set_depth_z11956(float *xp)
{
    /* set actual depths for standard z-11956 */
    float x,y,z;
    float width=0.01;
    float p20=3.484;
    float p40=4.234;
    float p60=4.9838;
    float p80=5.7365;
    x = xp[0];
    y = xp[1];
    z = xp[2];

    if(fabs(x - p20) < 0.15) {
        if(fabs(x - p20) < 0.07) {
            depth = 21.;
        }
        else {
            depth = (0.15 - fabs(p20 - x)) * 21./0.08;
        }
    }
}
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else if(fabs(x - p40) < 0.2) {
    depth = 38.*exp(-(x-p40)*(x-p40)/width);
}
else if(fabs(x - p60) < 0.2) {
    depth = 56.*exp(-(x-p60)*(x-p60)/width);
}
else if(fabs(x - p80) < 0.2) {
    depth = 75.*exp(-(x-p80)*(x-p80)/width);
}
usepoint = 1;
return depth;

float set_depth_z11954(float *xp)
{
    /* set actual depths for axial notches in standard z-11954 */
    float x,y,z;
    float p100 = 2.162;
    float p80 = 3.41;
    float p60 = 4.66;
    float p40 = 5.91;
    float p20 = 7.16;
    x = xp[0];

    if(fabs(x-p100) < 0.175) {
        if(fabs(x-p100) < 0.125) {
            depth = 100.;
        }
        else {
            depth = (0.175-fabs(x-p100)) * 100./0.05;
        }
    }
    else if(fabs(x-p80) < 0.175) {
        if(fabs(x-p80) < 0.125) {
            depth = 81.;
        }
        else {
            depth = (0.175-fabs(x-p80)) * 81./0.05;
        }
    }
    else if(fabs(x-p60) < 0.175) {
        if(fabs(x-p60) < 0.125) {
            depth = 61.;
        }
        else {
            depth = (0.175-fabs(x-p60)) * 61./0.05;
        }
    }
    else if(fabs(x-p40) < 0.175) {
        if(fabs(x-p40) < 0.125) {
            depth = 41.;
        }
        else {
            depth = (0.175-fabs(x-p40)) * 41./0.05;
        }
    }
    return depth;
}
else if(fabs(x-p20) < 0.175) {
    if(fabs(x-p20) < 0.125) {
        depth = 20.;
    }
    else {
        depth = (0.175 - fabs(x-p20)) * 20./0.05;
    }
}
usepoint=1;
return depth;

float set_depth_2309(float *xp)
{
/* set actual depths for sample w-23-09 */
    float x,y,z;
    float width=0.01;
    float p0=4.30;
    float p1=4.80;
    x = xp[0];
y = xp[1];
z = xp[2];

    if (fabs(z - 135.0) < 0.001)
        usepoint = 1;
    if(fabs(x - p1) < 0.3) {
        depth = 100. * exp(-(x-p1)*(x-p1)/width);
    }
    if(fabs(x - p0) < 0.15)
        usepoint = 1;
    return depth;
}

About 20 pages of code are omitted at this point. They are all similar to those already given and are used to specify
the position and depth of the defects in the individual samples.

int find_null(int k,FILE *strdat)
{
    int data[4][2];
    float x[3];
    int found_null = 0;
    int is_null_pos;
    int eoftst;
    int j;

    eoftst = fscanf(strdat,"%d %d",&data[0][0],&data[0][1]);

    while((eoftst != EOF) && (!found_null)) {
        for(j=0;j<3;j++) {
            fscanf(strdat,"%d %d",&data[j][0],&data[j][1]);
        }
        for(j=0;j<naxes[k];j++) {
            fscanf(strdat,"%f",&x[j]);
        }
        is_null_pos = 0;
    }
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for(j=0;j<naxes[k];j++) {
    if(fabs(nullpos[k][j] - x[j]) < 0.005) {
        is_null_pos++;
    }
}

if(is_null_pos == naxes[k]) {
    found_null = 1;
    for(i=0;i<4;i++) {
        nullval[i][0] = data[i][0];
        nullval[i][1] = data[i][1];
    }
}
test = fscanf(strdat, "%d %d", &data[0][0], &data[0][1]);
return found_null;

Program defplot.c

This program is run on the HP and calculates all of the property data for all of the different samples from the neural network weight files. It is intended for use with the HP plotting package, xgraph. The values of NART in the program determine the location of the OD artifacts, with NART going from zero for no artifact to five for the artifact moved all the way across the sample. The plot produced will be a three-dimensional or "C-Scan" plot on the HP computer if the variable delz is assigned a non-zero value (usually 0.1). When the program is run with delz = 0.0, then each value of the rotation of the probe is assigned a different color. The depth, length, and location of any defects are read from the graph that is plotted with the command "xgraph samplename.def." A script command named "plotdef" has been written on the HP to plot all of the samples one after the other. As soon as one is finished, a control-c can be typed and the next one will be plotted.

Running this program will generate 72 files, with each property for each sample. The weights are read from a file designated by DWTS, TWTS, and MWTS for the defect depth, the tube support, and the magnetite, respectively. When the defect depth is being calculated, a bias of 15 to 20% is added to the depth value to achieve a better match to the metallography values. The program bpnd.c (and variations for the tube support and magnetite) must have been run to determine these values. The neural network weight files automatically specify the needed information about the configuration of the network used in the training.

"*
* defplot.c version June 6, 1995 - for OD artifact scans
* Program calculates defect depth (sampl.def), tube support
* (sampl.tsp), magnetite (sampl.mag) in a format that can be read
* into xgraph for plotting. xgraph sampl.def sampl.mag sampl.tsp
* will display all data together. Data are plotted in a C-scan type
* of display if delz is greater than 0.0.
* /
* include <stdlib.h>
* include <stdio.h>
* include <algorithm.h>
* include <string.h>
#define DWTS "best.wts"
define TWTS "besttsp.wts"
#define MWTS "bestmag.wts"
```c
#define MWTS "bestmag.wts"
#define NART 0 /* allowable values 0 through 5 */
#define PATHNAME "/hd1/metdata/

float bpn_defect_depth(void);
float bpn_tube_support(void);
float bpn_magnetite(void);
float bpn_copper(void);

int find_null(int FILE *);
int nfiles = 24;
char file[80] = ("b-10-02", "b-59-10", "b-45-06", "b-49-05", "b-30-02",
    "b-10-10", "b-49-09", "b-62-09", "b-55-08", "e-13-06",
    "i-14-06", "w-23-03", "w-40-07", "w-23-09", "w-23-10",
    "5-01", "5-14", "5-08", "2-05", "2-12",
    "4-11", "f-08", "e-11-06", "b-63-07");
float nullpos[3] = { {3.53,0.,0.},
    {4.48,0.,0.},
    {3.33,0.,0.},
    {3.13,0.,0.},
    {3.43,0.,0.},
    {2.73,0.,0.},
    {3.63,0.,0.},
    {4.08,0.,0.},
    {4.23,0.,0.},
    {6.43,0.,0.},
    {2.78,0.,0.},
    {3.93,0.,0.},
    {3.33,0.,0.},
    {3.98,0.,0.},
    {3.93,0.,0.},
    {5.37,0.,0.},
    {3.21,0.,0.},
    {4.30,0.,0.},
    {3.47,0.,0.},
    {7.93,0.,0.},
    {6.40,0.,0.},
    {2.88,0.,0.},
    {5.13,0.,0.},
    {3.79,0.,0.});


float nullval[4][2];
double rdg[32];
float pe[3][33];

int readdefwt = 1;
int readtspwt = 1;
int readrnagwt = 1;
int readcuwt = 1;

void main(void)
{
    long int np;
    int found_null;
    int k,i2, i3;
    float pos;
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float actual_depth[100000];
double dfdep;
float bpndepth, bpntsp, bpnmag;
float bpndeptho = 0.;
float bpntsp0 = 0.;
float bpnmag0 = 0.;
float arval;
int layer, i, j, ncoil;
int eofist;
float data[4][2];
int use;
float x[3], xo[3];
float xp, xpo;
float delx; /* offset value for x axis to produce 3D effect */
float delz = 0.; /* offset value for rotational axis for 3D effect */
int rotax; /* Denotes axis is the rotational axis */
int artax; /* denotes the y or OD artifact axis */
float raw, delraw;
float rawo;
float bpndderr;
float delta[32];
char full_name[80], rawname[80], defname[80], tspname[80], magname[80];
float yo[] = {3.725, 2.775, 3.925, 4.125, 3.825, 4.525, 3.625, 3.175, 3.025,
int nart = NART;
float delartu[] = {0.0, 0.0, 0.3625, 0.725, 1.2275, 1.73};


delx = 0.05 * delz; /* smaller x axis than for z axis for 3D effect */
delraw = 0.2 * delz; /* smaller value needed for raw readings */
for (i=0; i<4; i++) {
    phase[i] *= 3.1415927/180.;
}
for (k=0; k<nfiles; k++) {
    np = 0;
    ncoil = 0;
    rotax = naxes[k] - 1;
    artax = naxes[k] - 2;
    xo[rotax] = -999.;
    strcpy(defname, file[k]);
    strcpy(tspname, file[k]);
    strcpy(rnagnarne, file[k]);
    strcpy(rawname, file[k]);
    strcat(defname, "def");
    strcat(tspname, "tsp");
    strcat(rnagnarne, "rnag");
    strcat(rawname, ".raw");

    strtdc = fopen(defname, "w");
    if (strtdc == NULL) {
        printf("Unable to open calculated defect data file.\n");
        exit(-1);
    }
}
strottc = fopen(tspname,"w");
if(strottc == NULL) {
    printf("Unable to open calculated tube support data file.
"); exit(-1);
}

strotmc = fopen(magname,"w");
if(strotmc == NULL) {
    printf("Unable to open calculated magnetite data file.
"); exit(-1);
}

strotr = fopen(rawname,"w");
if(strotr == NULL) {
    printf("Unable to open raw output data file.
"); exit(-1);
}

printf("%.2s, ", file[k]);
printf("%.2f\n",yO[k]);
fprintf(strotr,"%d %s
",nart, file[k]);
fprintf(strotmc,"%d %s
",nart, file[k]);
fprintf(strottc,"%d %s
",nart, file[k]);
strcat(full_name, PATHNAME);
strcat(full_name, file[k]);
strdat = fopen(full_name,"r");
if(strdat == NULL) {
    printf("Unable to open input file %s
",full_name);
    exit(-1);
}

found_null = find_null(k,strdat);
if(!found_null) {
    printf("Null position not found.
"); exit(-1);
}

/* set the artifact position */
if(nart == 0){
    artval = 0.1;
} else{
    artval = yO[k]-delart[nart];
}

/* read the data files and perform the calculations */
rewind(strdat);
eofst = fscanf(strdat,"%f %f",&data[0][0],&data[0][1]);
while(eofst != EOF) {
    for(i2 = 0; i2 < 3; i2++) {
        fscanf(strdat,"%f %f", &data[i2+1][0],&data[i2+1][1]);
    }
    for(i2=0;i2<4;i2++) {
        rdg[2*i2+1] = ((data[i2][0] - nullval[i2][0]) * cos(phase[i2])
                        - (data[i2][1] - nullval[i2][1]) * sin(phase[i2]))
                        /normfac[i2];
        rdg[2*i2+2] = ((data[i2][1] - nullval[i2][1]) * cos(phase[i2])
                        + (data[i2][0] - nullval[i2][0]) * sin(phase[i2]))
                        /normfac[i2];
    }
}
for(i2=0;i2<naxes[k];i2++) {
    fscanf(strdat,"%f",&x[i2]);
}

use = 1;
if(use) {
    pe[0][0] = 1;
    pe[1][0] = 1;
    pe[2][0] = 1;

    for(i=0; i<8; i++) {
        pe[i][i+1] = ((float)rdg[i+1]);
    }

    if(fabs(x[iartax] - artval) < 0.005) || (artax == 0)) {
        bpndepth = bpn_defect_depth();
        bptsp = bpn_tube_support();
        bpnmag = bpn_magnetite();
        np++;

        " Section to generate C-scan for rotational axis
        xp=x[0]+delx*x[rotax];
        bpndepth = bpndepth + delz*x[rotax];
        bptsp = bptsp + delz*x[rotax];
        bpnmag = bpnmag + delz*x[rotax];
        raw = rdg[4] + delraw*x[rotax];

        /* End of C-scan section; now print it to a file */
        if(xo[rotax] == r rotax) {
            fprintf(strotdc,"%5.3f \n",xp);
            fprintf(strottc,"%5.3f \n",xp);
            fprintf(strotmc,"%5.3f \n",xp);
            fprintf(strot,"%6.4f \n",raw);
            fprintf(strotdc,"%4.1 f \n",bpndepth);
            fprintf(strottc."%4.1 f \n",bpntsp);
            fprintf(strotmc."%4.1 f \n",bpnmag);
            fprintf(strot,"%6.4f \n",raw);
        }
        else {
            if(np == 1){
                bpndeptho = bpndepth;
                bptspd = bptsp;
                bpnmago = bpnmag;
                rawo = raw;
                xp0 = xp;
                xo[rotax] = x[rotax];
                if(fabs(delz) < 0.001){
                    fprintf(strotdc,"%5.3f \n",xp0);
                    fprintf(strottc,"%5.3f \n",xp0);
                    fprintf(strotmc,"%5.3f \n",xp0);
                    fprintf(strot,"%6.4f \n",raw0);
                    fprintf(strotdc,"%4.1 f \n",bpndepth0);
                    fprintf(strottc."%4.1 f \n",bpntspd);
                    fprintf(strotmc."%4.1 f \n",bpnmago);
                    fprintf(strot,"%6.4f \n",raw0);
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

if(fabs(delz) > 0.001){
    fprintf(strotdc,"%5.3f \n",xpo);
    fprintf(strottc,"%5.3f \n",xpo);
    fprintf(strotmc,"%5.3f \n",xpo);
    fprintf(strot,"%6.4f \n",rawo);
}
float bpn_defect_depth(void)
{
    FILE *strwt;
    static float weight[2][33][20];
    static int ddnlayers, ddnpe[3];
    long nn;
    int i, j, layer;
    float sum, bpndepth, alpha, eta;
    
    if(readdefwt){
        if((strwt = fopen(DWTS, "r")) == NULL){
            printf("Failed to open input data file for weights.\n");
        } else{
            int offset = 0;
            while(fscanf(strdat, "%d
", &data[0][0]) != EOF) {
                offset += sizeof(float[2][33][20]);
                stwt.seekg(offset, SEEK_SET);
                fscanf(strwt, "%f %f", &data[0][0], &data[0][1]);
            }
            fclose(strdat);
            fclose(strwt);
        }
    }

    printf("\n%d readings\n", np);
}

float bpndepth = bpndepth;
bpntsp = bpntsp;
bpnmag = bpnmag;
rawo = raw;

xpo = xp;

if(fabs(delz) < 0.001) {
    printf("Plot different colors if not 3D */
    fprintf(strottc, "%dscnh", ncoil);
    fprintf(strotmc, "%dscnh", ncoil);
    fprintf(strot, "%dscnh", ncoil);
    ncoil ++;
}

if(readdefwt)
    if((strwt = fopen(DWTS, "r")) == NULL){
        printf("Failed to open input data file for weights.\n");
    } else{
        int offset = 0;
        while(fscanf(strdat, "%d
", &data[0][0]) != EOF) {
            offset += sizeof(float[2][33][20]);
            stwt.seekg(offset, SEEK_SET);
            fscanf(strwt, "%f %f", &data[0][0], &data[0][1]);
        }
        fclose(strdat);
        fclose(strwt);
    }

printf("%s. ", file[k]);
fclose(strdat);
fclose(strottc);
fclose(strot);
fclose(strotmc);
fclose(strot);

printf("\n%d readings\n", np);

float bpn_defect_depth(void)
/* Read the weight file */

fscanf(strwt, "%Id", &nn);
fscanf(strwt, "%Id", &ddnlayers);
printf(" %d layers; ", ddnlayers);
for(i=0; i<ddnlayers; i++) {
    fscanf(strwt, "%Id", &ddnpe[i]);
    printf(" lyr%d %d ", i, ddnpe[i]);
}
printf("n");
fscanf(strwt, "%f%f%", &alpha, &eta);

for(layer=0; layer<ddnlayers-1; layer++) {
    for(i=0; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
        for(j=1; j<ddnpe[layer+1]; j++) {
            fscanf(strwt, "%f", &weight[layer][i][j]);
        }
    }
}
readdefwt = -;
fclose(strwt);

for(layer=1; layer<ddnlayers; layer++) {
    for(i=1; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++){
        sum = 0;
        for(j=0; j<ddnpe[layer-1]; j++) {
            sum += pe[layer-1][j] * weight[layer-1][i][j];
        }
        pe[layer][i] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
    }
}
bpndepth = (pe[2][1] - 0.2)/0.001; /* match to scaling */
return(bpndepth);

float bpn_tube_support(void)
{
    FILE *strwt;
    static float weight[2][33][20];
    static int ddnlayers, ddnpe[3];
    long nn;
    int i, j, layer;
    float sum, bpntsp, alpha, eta;

    if(readtspwt){
        if((strwt = fopen(TWTS, "r")) == NULL){
            printf(" Failed to open input data file for weights.
        exit(1);
    }
    /* Read the weight file */
    fscanf(strwt, "%Id", &nn);
fscanf(strwt, "%Id", &ddnlayers);
printf(" %d layers; ", ddnlayers);
printf(" %d layers: ", ddnpe[i]);
printf("n");
fscanf(strwt, "%f%f", &alpha, &eta);

for(layer=0; layer<ddnlayers-1; layer++) {
    for(i=0; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
        for(j=1; j<ddnpe[layer+1]; j++) {
            fscanf(strwt, "%f", &weight[layer][i][j]);
        }
    }
}
readdefwt = -;
fclose(strwt);

for(layer=1; layer<ddnlayers; layer++) {
    for(i=1; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++){
        sum = 0;
        for(j=0; j<ddnpe[layer-1]; j++) {
            sum += pe[layer-1][j] * weight[layer-1][i][j];
        }
        pe[layer][i] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
    }
}
bpndepth = (pe[2][1] - 0.2)/0.001; /* match to scaling */
return(bpndepth);

float bpn_tube_support(void)
{
for(i=0; i<ddnlayers; i++) {
    fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnpe[i]);
    printf("lyr%d %d ", i, ddnpe[i]);
}
printf("n");
fscanf(strwt, "%f %f", &alpha, &eta);

for(layer=0; layer<ddnlayers-1; layer++) {
    for(i=0; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
        fscanf(strwt, "%f", &weight[layer][i]);
    }
}
readtspwt --;
fclose(strwt);

for(layer=1; layer<ddnlayers; layer++) {
    for(i=1; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
        sum = 0.;
        for(j=0; j<ddnpe[layer-1]; j++) {
            sum += pe[layer-1][j] * weight[layer-1][j];
        }
        pe[layer][i] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
    }
}
bptsp = (pe[2][1] - 0.2)/0.01; /* match to scaling */
return(bptsp);

float bpn_magnetite(void)
{
    FILE *strwt;
    static float weight[2][33][20];
    static int ddnlayers, ddnpe[3];
    long nn;
    int i, j, layer;
    float sum, bpnmag, alpha, eta;

    if(readmagwt){
        if((strwt = fopen(MWTS, "r")) == NULL){
            printf(" Failed to open input data file for weights.n");
            exit(1);
        }
    } /* Read the weight file */
    fscanf(strwt, "%ld", &nn);
fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnlayers);
printf( MWTS);
printf( %d layers; ", ddnlayers);
for(i=0; i<ddnlayers; i++) {
    fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnpe[i]);
    printf("lyr%d %d ", i, ddnpe[i]);
}
printf("n");
fscanf(strwt, "%f %f", &alpha, &eta);
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for(layer=0; layer<ddnlayers-1; layer++) {
    for(i=0; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
        fscanf(strwt, "%f", &weight[layer][i]);
    }
}
}
readmagwt = ;
fclose (strwt);

for(layer=1; layer<ddnlayers; layer++) {
    for(i=1; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
        sum = 0.0;
        for(j=0; j<ddnpe[layer-1]; j++) {
            sum += pe[layer-1][j] * weight[layer-1][j];
        }
        pe[layer][i] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
    }
}
bpnmag = (pe[2][1] - 0.2)/0.01; /* match to scaling */
return(bpnmag);
}

int find_null(int k, FILE *strdat) {
    int data[4][2];
    float x[3];
    int found_null = 0;
    int is_null_pos;
    int eoftst;
    int i;
    eoftst = fscanf(strdat, "%d %d", &data[0][0], &data[0][1]);
    while((eoftst != EOF) && (!found_null)) {
        for(i=0; i<3; i++) {
            fscanf(strdat, "%d %d", &data[i+1][0], &data[i+1][1]);
        }
        for(i=0; i<naxes[k]; i++) {
            fscanf(strdat, "%f", &x[i]);
        }
        is_null_pos = 0;
        for(i=0; i<naxes[k]; i++) {
            if(fabs(nullpos[k][i] - x[i]) < 0.005) {
                is_null_pos++;
            }
        }
        if(is_null_pos == naxes[k]) {
            found_null = 1;
            for(i=0; i<4; i++) {
                nullval[i][0] = data[i][0];
                nullval[i][1] = data[i][1];
            }
        }
        eoftst = fscanf(strdat, "%d %d", &data[0][0], &data[0][1]);
    }
}
Program defplotm.c

This program is similar to the program defplot.c except it arranges the data in a form for plotting using Mathematica. The property data are displayed in an array of integers. For defects, it goes from 0 to 100. These files that are generated are named the same as the files generated by plotdef.c, and will overwrite them. The files must be transferred to the PC over the network for plotting.

/*
 * defplotm.c version July 12, 1995 - for OD artifact scans
 * Program calculates defect depth (sample.def), tube support
 * (sample.tsp), magnetite (sample.mag) in a format that can be read
 * into mathematica for plotting.
 */

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <cmath.h>
#include <string.h>
#define DWTS "best.wts"
#define TWT "besttsp.wts"
#define MWTS "bestmag.wts"
#define NART 3 /* allowable values 0 through 5 */
#define PATHNAME "/hdl/metdat/"

float bpn_defect_depth(void);
float bpn_tube_support(void);
float bpn_magnetite(void);
float bpn_copper(void);

int find_null(int(FILE *);
int nfiles = 24;
char file[80] = ("b-10-02","b-59-10","b-45-06","b-49-05","b-30-02",
"b-10-10","b-49-09","b-62-09","b-55-08","e-13-06",
"l-14-06","w-23-03","w-40-07","w-23-09","w-23-10",
"5-01","5-14","5-08","2-05","2-12",
"4-11","f-08","e-11-06","b-63-07");
float nullpos[3] = { {3.53,0.,0.},
{3.33,0.,0.},
{3.13,0.,0.},
{4.48,0.,0.},
{3.33,0.,0.},
{3.43,0.,0.},
{2.73,0.,0.},
{3.63,0.,0.},
{4.08,0.,0.},
{4.23,0.,0.},
{6.43,0.,0.},
{2.78,0.,0.},
{3.93,0.,0.},
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int naxes[] = {3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,2};

float nullval[4][2];
double rdg[32];
float pe[3][33];

int readdefwt = 1;
int readtspwt = 1;
int readrnagwt = 1;
int readcuwt = 1;

void main(void)
{
    long int np;
    int found_null;
    int k,i, j, i3;
    float pos;
    float actual_depth[100000];
    double ddepth;
    float bpndepth, bptsp, bpnmag;
    float artval;
    int layer, i, j, ncoil;
    int eoftst;
    float data[4][2];
    int use;
    float x[3], xo[3];
    float xp, xpo;
    float delx; /* offset value for x axis to produce 3D effect */
    float delz = 0.0; /* offset value for rotational axis for 3D effect */
    int rotax; /* Denotes axis is the rotational axis */
    int artax; /* denotes the y or OD artifact axis */
    float raw, delraw;
    float rawo;
    float bpndderr;
    float delta[32];

    char full_name[80], rawname[80], defname[80], tspname[80], magname[80];
    float y0[] = {3.725, 2.775, 3.925, 4.125, 3.825, 4.525, 3.625, 3.175, 3.025,
    int nart = NART;
    float delart[] = {0.0, 0.0, 0.3625, 0.725, 1.2275, 1.73};


float phase[4] = {98.,-14.,-82.,-125.};
int depth, tsp, mag;

delx = 0.05 * delz; /* smaller x axis than for z axis for 3D effect */
delraw = 0.2 * delz; /* smaller value needed for raw readings */
for(i=0;i<4;i++) {
    phase[i] *= 3.1415927/180.;
}
for(k=0;k<ntiles;k++) {
    np = 0;
    ncoil = 0;
    rotax = naxes[k] - 1;
    artax = naxes[k] - 2;
    xo[rotax] = -999.;
    strcpy(defname, file[k]);
    strcpy(tspname, file[k]);
    strcpy(magname, file[k]);
    strcpy(rawname, file[k]);
    strcat(defname, ".def");
    strcat(tspname, ".tsp");
    strcat(magname, ".mag");
    strcat(rawname, ".raw");

    strotc = fopen(defname,"w");
    if(strotc == NULL) {
        printf("Unable to open calculated defect data file.
");
        exit(-1);
    }
    strotc = fopen(tspname,"w");
    if(strotc == NULL) {
        printf("Unable to open calculated tube support data file.
");
        exit(-1);
    }
    strotc = fopen(magname,"w");
    if(strotc == NULL) {
        printf("Unable to open calculated magnetite data file.
");
        exit(-1);
    }
    strotc = fopen(rawname,"w");
    if(strotc == NULL) {
        printf("Unable to open raw output data file.
");
        exit(-1);
    }
    strcopy(full_name, PATHNAME);
    strcat(full_name, file[k]);
    strdat = fopen(full_name,"r");
    if(strdat == NULL) {
        printf("Unable to open input file %s\n",full_name);
        exit(-1);
    }

    found_null = find_null(k,strdat);
    if(!found_null) {
        printf("Null position not found.\n");
        exit(-1);
    }
if(nart == 0){
    artval = 0.1;
}
else{
    artval = y0[k]-delart[nart];
}

/* read the data files and perform the calculations   */
rewind(strdat);
eoftst = fscanf(strdat,"%f %f", &data[0][0], &data[0][1]);
while(eoftst != EOF) {
    for(i2=0; i2<3; i2++) {
        fscanf(strdat, "%f %f", &data[i2+1][0], &data[i2+1][1]);
    }
    for(i2=0; i2<4; i2++) {
        rdg[2*i2+1] = ((data[i2][0] - nullval[i2][0]) * cos(phase[i2])
            - (data[i2][1] - nullval[i2][1]) * sin(phase[i2]))
            / normfac[i2];
        rdg[2*i2+2] = ((data[i2][0] - nullval[i2][0]) * cos(phase[i2])
            + (data[i2][1] - nullval[i2][1]) * sin(phase[i2]))
            / normfac[i2];
    }
    for(i2=0; i2<naxes[k]; i2++) {
        fscanf(strdat, "%f", &x[i2]);
    }
    use = 1;
    if(use) {
        pe[0][0] = 1.;
        pe[1][0] = 1.;
        pe[2][0] = 1.;
        for(i=0; i<8; i++) {
            pe[0][i+1] = ((float)rdg[i+1]);
        }
        if((fabs(x[artax] - artval) < 0.005) || (artax == 0)) {
            bpndepth = bpn_defect_depth();
            bptsp = bpn_tube_support();
            bpnmag = bpn_magnetite();
            np++;
            if(np == 1){
                xo[rotax] = x[rotax];
            }
            depth = bpndepth;
            tsp = bptsp;
            mag = bpnmag;
            raw = rdg[4];
            if(depth > 100){
                depth = 100;
            }
            if(depth < 0){
                depth = 0;
            }
            if(xo[rotax] == x[rotax]){
fprintf(strotdc,"%d ",depth);
fprint(strottcc,"%d ",tsp);
fprint(strotmc,"%d ",mag);
fprint(strotr,"%6.4f ",raw);
}

else{
    xo[rotax] = x[rotax];
    fprintf(strotdc,"\n");
    fprintf(strottcc,"\n");
    fprintf(strotmc,"\n");
    fprintf(strotr,"\n");
    fprintf(strotdc,"%d ",depth);
    fprintf(strottcc,"%d ",tsp);
    fprintf(strotmc,"%d ",mag);
    fprintf(strotr,"%6.4f ",raw);
    ncoil ++;
}

eoftst = fscanf(strdat, "%f %f", &data[0][0], &data[0][1]);

printf("\n %d readings\n", np);

float bpn_defect_depth(void)
{
    FILE *strwt;
    static float weight[2][33][20];
    static int ddnlayers, ddnpe[3];
    long nn;
    int i, j, layer;
    float sum, bpndepth, alpha, eta;

    if(readdefwt){
        if((strwt = fopen(DWTS,
                   "r")== NULL){
            printf(" Failed to open input data file for weights.\n");
            exit(1);
        }
        /* Read the weight file */
        fscanf(strwt, "%ld", &nn);
        fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnlayers);
        printf(" %d layers: ", ddnlayers);
        for(i=0; i<ddnlayers; i++) {
            fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnpe[i]);
            printf(" lyr%ld %d ", i, ddnpe[i]);
        }
        printf("\n");
        fscanf(strwt, "%f %f", &alpha, &eta);
    }
for(layer=0; layer<ddnlayers-1; layer++) {
    for(i=0; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
        for(j=1; j<ddnpe[layer+1]; j++) {
            fscanf(strwt, "%f", &weight[layer][i][j]);
        }
    }
}
readdefwt =;
fclose (strwt);

for(layer=1; layer<ddnlayers; layer++) {
    for(i=1; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
        sum = 0;
        for(j=0; j<ddnpe[layer-1]; j++) {
            sum += pe[layer-1][j] * weight[layer-1][i][j];
        }
        pe[layer][i] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
    }
}
bpndepth = (pe[2][1] - 0.2)/0.001; /* match to scaling */
return(bpndepth);

float bpn_tube_support(void)
{
    FILE *strwt;
    static float weight[2][33][20];
    static int ddnlayers, ddnpe[3];
    long nn;
    int i, j, layer;
    float sum, bpnsp, alpha, eta;

    if(readtspwt){
        if((strwt = fopen(TWTS, "r"))== NULL){
            printf(" Failed to open input data file for weights.\n");
            exit(1);
        }
    } /* Read the weight file */
    fscanf(strwt, "%d", &nn);
    fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnlayers);
    printf( "%d layers: ", ddnlayers);
    for(i=0; i<ddnlayers; i++) {
        fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnpe[i]);
        printf("lyr%d %d ", i, ddnpe[i]);
    }
    printf("n");
    fscanf(strwt, "%f %f", &alpha, &eta);

    for(layer=0; layer<ddnlayers-1; layer++) {
        for(i=0; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
            for(j=1; j<ddnpe[layer+1]; j++) {
                fscanf(strwt, "%f", &weight[layer][i][j]);
            }
        }
    }
}
readspwt =.
close (strwt);

for(layer=1; layer<ddnlnyers; layer++) {
    for(i=1; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++){
        sum = 0.;
        for(j=0; j<ddnpe[layer-1]; j++) {
            sum += pe[layer-1][j] * weight[layer-1][i][j];
        }
        pe[layer][i] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
    }
}
bpntsp = (pe[2][1] - 0.2)/0.01; /* match to scaling */
return(bpntsp);

float bpn_magnetite(void)
{
    FILE *strwt;
    static float weight[2][33][20];
    static int ddnlnyers, ddnpe[3];
    long nn;
    int i, j, layer;
    float sum, bpnmag, alpha, eta;

    if(readmagwt){
        if((strwt = fopen(MWTS, "r")) == NULL){
            printf(" Failed to open input data file for weights.
); exit(1);
        }

        /* Read the weight file */
        fscanf(strwt, "%ld", &nn);
        fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnlnyers);
        printf("%d layers;
); printf("%d layers; ", ddnlnyers);
        for(i=0; i<ddnlnyers; i++) {
            fscanf(strwt, "%d", &ddnpe[i]);
            printf("lyr%d %d ", i, ddnpe[i]);
        }
        printf("n");
        fscanf(strwt, "%f %f", &alpha, &eta);

        for(layer=0; layer<ddnlnyers-1; layer++) {
            for(i=0; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++) {
                for(j=0; j<ddnpe[layer+1]; j++) {
                    fscanf(strwt, "%f", &weight[layer][i][j]);
                }
            }
        }
        readmagwt =.
close (strwt);
    }

    for(layer=1; layer<ddnlnyers; layer++) {
        for(i=1; i<ddnpe[layer]; i++){
            sum = 0.;
        }
}
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for(j=0; j<ddnpe[layer-1]; j++) {
    sum += pe[layer-1][j] * weight[layer-1][j];
}
pe[layer][j] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-sum));
}
bpnmag = (pe[2][1] - 0.2)/0.01; /* match to scaling */
return(bpnmag);

int find_null(int k, FILE *strdat)
{
    int data[4][2];
    float x[3];
    int found_null = 0;
    int is_null_pos;
    int eoftst;
    int j;

eoftst = fscanf(strdat,"%d %d",&data[0][0],&data[0][1]);

while((eoftst != EOF) && (!found_null)) {
    for(j=0;j<3;j++) {
        fscanf(strdat,"%d %d",&data[j+1][0],&data[j+1][1]);
    }
    for(j=0;j<naxes[k];j++) {
        fscanf(strdat,"%f",&x[j]);
    }
    is_null_pos = 0;
    for(j=0;j<naxes[k];j++) {
        if(fabs(nullpos[k][j] - x[j]) < 0.005) {
            is_null_pos++;
        }
    }
    if(is_null_pos == naxes[k]) {
        found_null = 1;
        for(j=0;j<4;j++) {
            nullval[j][0] = data[j][0];
            nullval[j][1] = data[j][1];
        }
    } else { 
        eoftst = fscanf(strdat,"%d %d",&data[0][0],&data[0][1]);
    }
    return found_null;
}
Data File “samplename.dat”

This data file is created using a text editor (WordPerfect) and the metallographic data that are supplied. It is typed in using the integer format using:

axialdistance rotationalvalue defectdepth

The axial value is in terms of 0.1-in. steps from the start of the metallographic data. In some cases, an interpolation of the data furnished had to be done. The rotational value is the degrees of rotation from an arbitrary point furnished by the metallography. The defect depth is the wall percentage reported at that location. Only non-zero values need to be typed in, since the program makes all other values equal to zero. A short sample file (b-30-02.dat) for the sample b-30-02 is shown:

2 356 17
3 356 11
4 356 27
5 21 21
6 13 45
7 21 33

Program metfile.c

This program takes the metallographic depth data from the file “samplename.dat” and writes a file to be plotted by Mathematica. The scan direction and the rotational direction are reversed to match the scan and rotational direction of the eddy-current data file. The rotational starting point is matched to the eddy-current data by varying the integer rot, and the axial starting point is varied by shifting the data either to the left (pof) or the right (nof). The program writes all zero defect depths in the entire data array. Then it reads the axial value of the defect depth, the rotational value of the defect, and then the defect depth from the data file “samplename.dat.” Then the file “samplename.met” is written, with the directions and offsets properly changed.

/*    metfile.c Version 6-21-95 creates a file of metallography data
to be plotted by Mathematica */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

int main()
{
    int rot = 350; /* amount of rotational offset */
    int pof = 7;  /* move defect to left by this amount */
    int nof = 0;  /* move defect to right by this amount */
    int metlen = 31; /* length of metallographic plot */
    static int data[361][50];
    int i,j, a, b, c;
    FILE *datin, *datout;
    datin = fopen("d:\metdata\b-63-07.dat","r");
    if(datin == NULL)
        printf("failed to open input data file\n");
        exit(-1);
    }
    datout = fopen("d:\metdata\b-63-07.met","w");
    if(datout == NULL){
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A-36
printf("failed to open output data file\n");
exit(-1);
}
for(i=0;i<360;i++){
    for(j=0;j<50;j++){
        data[i][j]=0;
    }
}

while(fscanf(datin,"%d %d %d",&j, &i, &c) != EOF){
data[i][j+pof] = c;
/*  printf("%d %d %d\n",i,j,data[i][j]); */
}
for(i=0;i<360;i++){
    a = i + rot;
    if(a > 359){
        a = a - 360;
    }
    a = 360 - a; /* change the direction of rotation */
    for(j=0;j<metlen;j++){
        b = metlen + nof - j;
        fprintf(datout,"%d %d %d
",a,b,data[a][b]);
    }
}
/* printf("Program end \n"); */
return(0);
}

Program caldepth.ma

This program is a Mathematica Notebook, and is written to run under Version 2.2.3, modified for Windows 95. It reads the data stored on the PC and makes the three-dimensional color contour plots. The data consist of the eddy-current readings computed on the HP and transferred over the network, and the metallography generated on the PC. The starting point for the x and y axis is arbitrary. The increments used for the eddy-current data are 0.030-in. in the axial direction and 22.5° in the y or circumferential direction. For the metallographic plots, the axial direction is about 0.1 in., and the circumferential direction is 1.0°. The appearance of the plots does not match exactly due to the difference in the density of measurements used by the two techniques. In particular, with the data given every 1° for the metallographic data, the high-plot density makes the zero metallographic data appear black.

data=ReadList["d:\metdat\1-14-06.d27",
    Number,RecordLists->True];
ListPlot3D[data,PlotRange->All,
    Ticks->{
        {{1,4,0},{17,4,5},{33,5,0},{50,5,5},{67,6,0},{83,6,5},{100,7,0},
            {117,7,5},{133,8,0}}
        ,Automatic},
    PlotLabel -> "1-14-06 cal",
    DefaultFont -> {"Times-Bold",12}];
data=ReadList["d:\metdat\1-14-06.met",
    Number,RecordLists->True];
ListPlot3D[data,
    PlotLabel -> "1-14-06 met",
    DefaultFont -> {"Times-Bold",12},
    PlotRange->All,
Ticks -> {{1, 4.0}, {5.4, 5}, {10.5, 0}, {15.5, 5}, {20.6, 0}, {25.6, 5}, {30.7, 0}, {35.7, 5}, {40.8, 0}}, {{1, 1}, {90, 90}, {180, 180}, {270, 270}}, Automatic}
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